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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today 1 s youths are the most important persons in America.

They

are important because the present day youths are "builders of America
of tomorrow."

One thing that determines the type of "builders" they be-

come, though, is depended upon the kind of leadership they receive today.
The kind of leadership they receive from various organizations to which
they belong is an important factor.

One such organization that can play

a big role in helping youth to take his place tomorrow is the 4-H Club
organization.

The 4-H Club can only do it 1 s part by realizing that in

the developnent of youth--good leadership has played a dynamic role.
Therefore, it is imperative in 4-H Clubs that only the services of conscientious leaders are secured.
Four-H work, the youth phase of the Cooperative Extension Service, is a part of the National Agricultural Extension System which is
designed to reach every state in the United States.

It was organized by

the United States Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the State
Colleges of Agriculture and the county extension organization under the
Smith Lever Act of 1914. 1

Acts of Congress and the State Legislature au-

thorized the banks to make appropriations for its operation.
The primary purpose of 4-H Club work is to develop in boys and
girls, between the ages of nine and twenty-one years, leadership, initiative, citizenship, and character.

This is done through organized ac-

tivities built around farm life and homemaking.
Programs for 4-H Club meetings usually consist of three parts1 Building A Better America Through the 4-H Club. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Extension Service Bulletin No. 58, July, 1951.
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business, demonstrations, land discussions.

The business part of the

program consists of getting the boys and girls interested in varied
lines of work to be carried on by the clubo

Certain goals for the year

are set up and plans are formulated for reaching these goals.

The mem-

bers of the club decide on certain projects they would like to work on
during the year in order to reach the goals they set up.
To help the boys and girls carry out their project

demonstra-

tions are given by the leader of the club and various members from the
community that are skilled in the particular lines of agriculture or
homemaking activities the members of the club will engage in.
Discussions are held on work projects, social activities the
group will take part in, and various subject-matter that will help the
group develop those traits that were mentioned in the purpose of 4-H
Club work.

The social activities discussed are tours, hikes, picnics,

camps, parties, National 4-H Club Sunday, rally days and talent programs.

A.

Statement of Problem

As inherited in the very nature of the set-up and purposes of the
4-H club organization, it is one of our most important agencies that can
Play a great part in meeting the needs of youth in a democracy.

But the

agency can only accomplish this fete through a well organized and active
4-H club organization.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to de-

termine whether or not the 4-H Club organizations of Brazos County are
as well organized and as active as they should be to meet the needs of
Youth in a democracy, and if the negative is found to be true--give recommendations for accomplishing well organized and active 4-H club groups
in the county.

The writer proposes to do this by:
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1. Finding out what improved practices are needed
2. Perfecting a program with the leaders of 4-H clubs in terms
of their needs and desire

J. Using the resources available in Brazos County for developing an improved 4-H program.
B.

Justification

From personal experience, observation, and a survey made by the
writer the following facts concerning 4-H Club work in Brazos County
were revealed:1. Only five out of fourteen clubs in the county have 4-H club
adult leaders.
2. Sixty per cent of the boys and girls between the ages of nine
and tventy-one years are enrolled in 4-H clubs where there are
about ten per cent of the members completing demonstration
records in 1955.

3. Outstanding achievement attained by 4-H club members has not
been recognized by the people in the county.
4. There is a lack of vell trained 4-H Junior and 4-H Adult
organizations and Subject Matter leaders.
5. Four-H club members do not participate in many citizenship
programs.

6. Parents and local individuals do not take an active interest
in 4-H club work.
7. There are not enough 4-H club activities to enrich the lives
of 4-H club members.
8. Democratic principles vere not alvays applied in the meetings
of 4-H club groups.
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c.

Review of Literature

The following books and pamphlets were used by the -writer in
this study:
Kelsey and Hearne, "Cooperative Extension Work" is a book of a
study of practices and principles in extension today in the United
States.

The authors describe in detail basic legislature implementing

extension work and give specific fundamentals necessary in organizing
to do an Extension job, from the building of the program to being able
to point to improved living conditions among the people of the United
States.

1949.
Bulletin 818 "Youth Leads the Way in 4-H Club Work" published

by Texas Extension Service emphasizes the fact that through clearer
thinking, greater loyalty, larger service, better living, and activity
achievement and adventure await youth in 4-H club work.

1955.

"Building a Better America Through the 4-H Club" was published
by the United States Department of Agriculture Extension Service and explains that young people engage in worthwhile activities, face and learn
to solve many of the interwoven problems of home and community lifeo
1951.
Bulletin 208 "Your Role As 4-H Adult Leaders" was prepared by
State 4-H Club leaders of the Texas A. and M. System to serve as a guide
for 4-H club adult leaders who are willing to give their time and efforts in helping to train and develop boys and girls to want to become
useful citizens.

1952.

"Guide Posts For Local 4-H Leaders" was published by General
Mills and gives in sequence the important steps to follow to be a successful 4-H club leader.

It gives methods and procedures to be used as
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leaders and points out the pitfalls to be encountered and how a leader
may avoid them.
11

1951.

Four-H Club Work in Texas" explains how 4-H clubs are organized

and who should help in their organization and who should be responsible
for their success .

1949 .

"Building For the Future With Farm Youth" was prepared by the
Agricultural Commission American Bankers Association .

They stress this

factor : for the America of tomorrow, clear thinking must be recognized.
The most important crop the nation is producing today is its boys and
girls and that the needs of young people are many.

They say the great-

est need is the assurance that farming offers a sound and prosperous
future .

1950.
"Plan Today For the America of Tomorrow" was published by Gen-

eral Mills , Inc .

This is a brief study of previous and present rural

youth programs and indicates the importance of sound objectives and
methods in working with groups .

1944.

"Extension Work With Young Men and Women" was published by the
United States Department of Agriculture .
for county extension agents .

This publication is planned

Each section is designed to serve as a

ready-reference source for ideas to use in building programs that meet
the primary needs and interests of young men and women.

1949 .

"Parents and 4- H Club Work" published by the United States Department of Agriculture, is a study made in Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire and Ohio
•

, for

local leaders and extension workers as a help

II

1.n getting parents cooperation . "

1950 .

"Factors For Successful 4- H Club Work" was issued by the Texas
Agricultural Extension Service.

This guide was prepared to summarize

briefly, factors that make for successful 4-H Club work for use by
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county extension agents and assistants so that they may more clearly understand and more effectively apply them.

These 4-H success factors are

based on results from cash studies made in 1951 of selected counties in
the Southern States and Puerto Rico which have successfully carried on
4-H Club work.

1952.

"Improving 4-H Club" is a United States Department of Agriculture
publication.

The findings published in this leaflet were assembled

through the combined effort of the State and .Assistant State Club Leaders
in the Northeastern States working through a connnittee whose Chairman was
Mrs. Laurel K. Sabrosky, Extension Analyst, Extension Service, United
States Department of Agriculture.

This leaflet gives county extension

agents and local 4-H club leaders ideas of how you can strengthen 4-H
club work in your county or community.

1950.

"Practical Methods of Evaluation in 4-H Club Work" by T. T. Martin
is a continuation of the Missouri series of 4-H studies.
follows:

They are as

Junior Leader in 4-H Club Program, 1945; The Local 4-H Club Or-

ganization, 1947; The Learning Situation in 4-H Club Work, 1948; and The
Role of the 4-H Club Group in Developing Balanced Youth on the Farm. 1949.

"An Analysis of the Influence of Social Factors on Farm Income
in Eastern Bell County, Texas" by Robert Leonard Skrabanek.

The purpose

of this study was to try to discover the comparative influences of several social factors upon farm income.

June, 1947.

"A Study of Some of the Social and Economic Problems of Certain
Rural Farm Families of the Hutto Community of Williamson County, Texas"
by Herschel Walter Sands.

The purpose of this thesis was to study some

of the social and economic problems of certain farm families.
"Older Rural Youth--Their Needs and Organizations" by James
Walter Potts.

Potts directed attention in writing toward formulating
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a program for the in-between age grouP--the group between the ages of
eighteen and thirty years.

1951.

"A Proposed Program in Agricultur:al Ex.tension Work for Negroes
in Smith County, Texas" by B. J. Pryor.

This thesis gives various as-

pects of the process of program building based upon the need of the
situation and sets out the course to take in reaching and obtaining the
desired goals.
"Some Aspects of Leadership in Adult Home Demonstration Extension Clubs in Smith County, Texas in 1952" by Hattie G. Sneed.

A way

of studying adult groups to find out to what extent the jobs of leadership are being done and how well they are qualified.
"Selection of 4-H Projects in Brazoria County~ Texas by
Hezekiah Lee Hubbard, August, 1955.

This thesis was written as a guide

in an effort to meet the needs by pointing the necessary steps in selecting projects in their sequential order.

"An Appraisal of the Effectiveness of 4-H Club Work With Recommendations for Improving the Program in Grimes County, Texas" by
Mrs. Carrie Jenkins Loudd, May, 1956.

This study was made to discover

the nature of the 4-H Club Work in Grimes -County.
"A Study of Recommended Practices for Small, Average, and Large
Size Farms in Colorado County, Texas With a Proposed Agricultural Ex.tension Program for This Area" by Sylvester E. Chase, May 1956.

This study

was made to help the farms in this county improve their present agricultural practices based upon the findin gs discovered in Colorado County.
"Leadership of Teen-Age Groups."

Dorothy M. Roberts emphasizes

the problem of maintaining a balance between adult authority and youthful freedom.

1950.

"Leadership of Youth."

Ben Solomon points out that the overall
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aim of youth work is to make the boy and girl a better citizen,to give
him a chance to grow up safely while learning how to become a better
man or woman.

1950.

"Leadership For Rural Life."

Sanderson and Wilson stressed the

fact that a fundamental problem in democratic organization is that of
recruiting, developing and functioning of leaders at all levels from the
smallest local group to the centeral government.
"Leadership in Recreation."

1940.

Gerald B. Fitzgerald points out the

fact that recreation is an essentia+ area of living.
D.

Method of Procedures

A survey was made of fourteen 4-H clubs in Brazos County, county
office records, 4-H clubs, and local 4-H club adult leaders' records
were studied and checked.

Parents (sponsoring organization representa-

tives), school officials, superintendents, county officials, ministers,
and other groups and individuals were interviewed.
Books, bulletins, magazines~ United States Census, charts, leaflets, pamphlets and check sheets were used also, in collecting data for
this study.
Available resources in Brazos County for carrying out the suggestions to be included in this report were also studied.
E.

Definition of Terms

Four-H Club is an organized group of boys and girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in agricultural or home economics and of providing desirable training for the members.
Four-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually
start the work outlined for the year.
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Four-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year.
A Community is one of the several units into which a county is

divided for conducting organized extension work.
A Method Demonstration is a demonstration given by the extension

worker or other trained leader for the purpose of showing how to carry
out a practice.

An example is:

Demonstration of "How to Can Fruits and

Vegetables, Mix Spray Materials and Cull Poultry."
A Result Demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a boy or

girl under the direct supervision of the extension worker, to show locally, the value of a recommended practice.

Such a demonstration in-

volves a substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons and is designed to teach others in addition to the person conducting the demonstration.

Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer

to corn will result in a more profitable yield, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, and that the use of
certified seed in growing vegetables,is a good investment.
A Demonstration Meeting is a meeting held to give a method dem-

onstration or to start, inspect or further a result demonstration.
A Farm or Home Visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at

which some definite information relating to extension work is given or
obtained.
Leader Training Meeting is a meeting at which project leaders,
local leaders , or committeemen are trained to carry on extension activities in their respective communities.
A Project Leader, Local Leader, or Committeeman is a person who,

because of special interest and fitness, is selected to serve as a
leader in advancing some phase of the extension program.

A project
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leader may be either an organization or a subject matter leader.
Groups are organized wholes in which each member has status

, it

consists of parts of personalities knit together into a pattern of collective behavior which contributes to the total organization.
Organization Leader is a local person who helps 4-H members plan
a continuous program of regular meetings and activities.
A Renter may be defined as one who manages and operates hired or
rented land only.

It includes two types in this area.

1. Share renter who secures the use of the land for a specified
share of each crop, generally one-fourth of the cotton and
one-third of the grain crops produced.
2. Share cash renter who pays a definite sum of cash in addition
to specified shares of either some or all of the crops produced.
A Part-time Farmer is defined as one who obtains forty per cent
or more of his gross income from work off the farm.
A Plan of Work is an outline of activities so arranged as to enable efficient execution of the entire program.

It answers the question

how, when, where and by whom the work is to be done.
An Extension Program is a statement of situation, objectives,

problems and solutions.
revision.

It is relatively permanent but requires constant

It forms the basis for extension plans.

A Calendar of Work is a plan of work arranged chronologically.
Such a calendar of work may be made out in skeleton form for a year or
more in advance, placing the important event under each month.
An Event is defined as a function with a special purpose:

Exam-

ple, National 4-H Club Week, 4,-H Club Achievement, 4-H Club Rally Day,
4-H Club Parties, 4-H Club Program, 4-H Club Demonstration tour, and 4-H

ll
Club picnic.
Home Demonstration Organization, or Club.

A group of rural

women who under the advice of a county advisory council or other committees take part locally in group activities sponsored by the Eictension
Service to improve family living and community life.
Special Interest Group.
interest common to the members.

A group organized around a particular
Example:

commodity association, home

economics organizations, 4-H clubs, young adult organization, agricultural and home economics committees of civic groups.
County Advisory Council is a policy forming group made up of
rural people, each of whom may represent an area or a local organization.
It 1 s duties include program planning for conducting programs and sometimes policy making.
Commodity Committee.

A group of producers of a particular crop

or commodity with a common interest and competent judgment who a.re generally used in building a county program and in executing the plan.
Community Committees are groups of rural people representing
different sections or types of farming of the area.

The committee may

include local representatives of other organizations.
Administrative Leaders is a general term used to indicate local
People who serve on the county and community committees.

Their duties

are organizational such as deciding upon operational matters, selecting
teaching leaders, arranging meetings, presiding and interesting other
Persons.
Subject Matter Leaders are local people who teach local groups
the subject matter information and skills they themselves have learned
at extension training meetings and schools.
Eictension Training School is a school usually of two to six days
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duration arranged by the Extension Service, where practical instruction
is given to persons not resident at the college.
An Extension Short Course differs from an extension school in

that it is usually held at the college or another educational institutions and is usually for a longer period of time .
Participants are men and women or boys and girls who have attended meetings, telephoned or called personally at the agent's office
or requested a visit, bulletin or other help from the agent .
Evaluation is an analysis by which one is able to understand and
appreciate the relative merits or deficiencies of persons, groups, programs, situations, methods and procedures .
Leadership is influence with people which causes them to (a)
listen to you and agree on common goals ; (b) follow you or your advice;
(c) go into action toward goals.
F.

Division of Study

This study of 4-H Clubs in Brazos County is limited to acertain extent in that, for the most part, it deals with those clubs, mainly,
whose memberships are composed of girls .
The study is composed of six chapters divided into five main
Parts.

Part one, consisting of two chapters, deals with the introduction

which includes a statement of the problem, justification for making
study, review of literature in the field, procedure, definition of terms,
and a brief history of Brazos County.

Part two, which comprises chapter

thr ee, deals with 4-H club work as it exist in Brazos County.
comprising chapter four, deals with 4-H club work generally.

Part thr ee,
Part four,

comprising chapter five, gives ways for improving 4-H club work in Brazos
County, and Part six comprises, implications, summary,and recommendations.

CHAPTER II
BRIEF HISTORY OF BRAZOS COUNTY
Brazos County, created in 1841 and organized in 1843 from
Washington and Robertson Counties, is located in East Central Texas.2
A. Human Setting
1. Po:gulation - The estimated population for Brazos County in
1955 was 45,300; 38,390 in 1950; and 26,977 in 1940.

For other popula-

tion figures, see Tables I, II, and IIIo

2. Educational Status -

Due to the chopping of cotton in the

spring and the picking of cotton in the fall, many of the children attend school only part of the school term.

All one and two teacher

schools have been consolidated with larger schools; thereby, presently,
giving the county three rural schools and five urban schoolso

Statis-

tics show that for the school year 1953-54, the total scholastic population for- Brazos County was 4,199.
Negroes.

Of this number, 1,250 were

Based on average daily attendance, $178.51 is spent per pupil

in the county.

3. Occupational Status -

The county has a diversified agricul-

tural economy, which is further diversified by income from industry.

(Bryan, the county seat, has had rapid growth in recent years and has
many industries thriving in it--such as shoe, furniture, and cotton seed
oil factories).

Educational institutions located in the county are

Texas A. and M. College, Allen Academy and military installations.
Most of the families receive income twice a year-during the
2Texas Almanac, Dallas Morning News Publishing Company, 1956-

57, p. 607.
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Others work as day laborers or part-

producing and harvesting seasons.
time farm operators .

See Tables IV and

v.

4. Health and Recreation - The health conditions are poor but
are improving with new teaching devices for schools and aid given by the
Brazos County Health Unit .

Recreation is inadequate in the homes and in

the communities .
TABLE I.

Distribution of Population in Brazos County According to Urban and Rural in Number and Percentages

Years

Population

I

1955

J

1950

1940

Urban

26, 027

11, 842

Rural

12, 36.3

15, 135

Farm

1s. o

Non-Farm

14.2

TOTAL

TABLE II .

45 , 300

%
%
26,977

38, 390

Distribution of Population in Brazos County According to Race, 1950

Race

Percent of Total Population

Anglo-Americans

70 . 8

Latin-Americans

5.3

Negro-Americans

23 . 9
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TABLE III.

Distribution of Topulation in Brazos County
According to Other Factors in Numbers and
Percentages

Other Factors
1955
Population Per Square
Mile

Years
1950
65.8

School Population

7,757

Voters (poll tax)

6,591

6,614

7,064

Number of Farm Owners

815

Number of Farm Tenants

4.36

TABLE IV.

1940

Occupational Status in the Rural Area
1
1940 'Per- 11950
Per:census 'cent 'Census 'cent

Full Owner (no.)
Part Owners (no.)
Managers ( no • )
All Tenants (no.)

129
38
O

,
1

450

1

1

1

7.28 1 148
2.14'I
43
,
01
0
216
1 25.38,

1

10.0l
2.91
I
0
1
,14.62

I. Land in Farms oper- 297,154 1 100 1349,021 1 100
1
ated (acres
'
'I
'I
I
I
1. White operators,265,491,89.34,331,406,94.95
(acres)
,
1
Full Owners (acres) 110,813•37.29•165,303 147. 36
Part Owners (acres)' 83,997 128.26'106,956'30,64
I
I
I
I
Managers (acres
23,171 I 7.80 I 30,847 I 8.84
1
All Tenants (acres) 1 47,510 115.99 1 28,300 1 8.11
2. Non-white oper- 1 31,663 110.66 1 17,615 1 5.05
1
ators (acres) '
,
,
1
1
1
Full Owners (acres
7 1 837 2.64' 6,830 1.96
I
I
I
I
Part Owners (acres), .3,086, 1.04 1 2,463, 0.71
Managers (acres)
O
O ,
0
I
I
I
All Tenants (acres), 20,740 1 6.98,

1

1954
'Census
I
no
1
avaiJ,able 1
1
av~~fable
1
not
1 avR~iable ,
1 avaifable
I _355 844
I 100
1

'
1

not
'available 1
1
not
•available 1
not
1
1
available
, not
,available
not
•available 1
, not
available 1
1
not
1
'available
1
not
'
,available
not
:available
not
'available 1
I
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TABLE V.

Land Tenure By Farm Operators in Brazos County

: 1940
,census
Farm Operators

A. No. residing
on farm operated

1
1
Per I 1950
Per
cent I Census
cent

1
I

I

X

I

X

not
I
, availa1::ilei

I

Per cent

X

I

B. No. not resid-

116
1
ing on farm
operated
Co No. with other 1 not
income of fam- 1 availily exceeding 1 able
value of
I
D. No. working off 1 228
their farm 100 1
days or more
1
E. No. of farms by, 1,773
color of oper- 1
ator
1. White operI 1,156
ators (no.)
2. Non-White
,
617
operators (no.),
F. No. of farms
I 1,773
by tenure of
operator
1. Full owners
663
(no.)
2. Part owners
197
(no.)
1
3. Managers (no.) 1
10
4. AJ.l tenants
903
(no.)
1
5. Per cent of
51
1
Tenancy
1
G. Land in farms '297,154
by tenure of
1
operator ( acres)'
1118,650
1. Full owners
(acres)
1 87,083
2. Part owners
(acres)
1 23,171
3. Managers
(acres)
4. Tenants
, 68,250
(acres)
,
H. Tenure on farms' 1,773
operated by:
1
(no. of farms)

1954
Census

X

I

l, 600

X

X

I

194

1

X

I

598

I

40.46

526
lQQ

I

1 1 478

I

1,063

I

X

184

I

I

576

I

45039

35.59

I

593

I

46.73

100

I

1,269

I

100

11 026

I

80.85

X

407

I
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TABLE V continued
'1940
Census

1

I 1,156
1. White aperators (no.)
2. Full owners
534
(no.)
3. Part owners
159
(no.)
4. Managers (no.)'I
10

5. All tenants
(no.)
6. Non-White
operators
(no.)

B.

453
617

1

1

Per
cent

'65.20

I

1

I

I

1950
Census
1,071

1
1
1

72.46

I

I

Per
cent

I

,30.12

667

,45.13

8.97

172

,11.64

0.56

12

25.55

220

34.80

407

1
I

1
I

I

I
I

0.81

1
I

14.88

1
I

27.54

I

1

I

1954
Census
1 1 026

1

80.85

not
available 1
I
not
I
available 1
I
not
'available 1
I
not
•available'
I
1
19.15
243
I
I

1

Physical Setting
1. Climate -

Brazos County has an altitude of 200.350 feet.

Its annual rainfall is 38.94 inches.
degrees; July, 84 degrees.

Temperature averages: Janue.ry,51

The main annual temperature is 67 degrees)

2. Soil Types and Fertility clay soils make up Brazos County.

Rolling uplands with sandy and

Stretches of rich alluvial soil, and

good cultivated soils on prairies are located in the northern part of
the county.

The varied river bottoms and sandy upland soils are good

for diversified livestock and crop industry.

The United States Soil

Survey shows that Brazos County has 23 different kinds of soil with
Lufkin lime, and sand predominating.
Cotton acreage produces 16,657 bales average.

The crops har-

vested are: alfalfa, hay, peanuts, watermelons, corn, sorghum, wheat,
and oats.4

Their increase and decrease is shown in Table VI.

th ousand acres of land are now being irrigated in the county.
3

~ - , p. 188.

4Ibid., p. 208.
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There has
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been a substantial increase in pasture, dairy and beef cattle, sheep,
swine, and a few goats in the past few years.

There has also been a

large increase in commercial poultry production since the installment
of government egg-grading stations in 1955.

Brazos County has the

largest hatchery in the State.
3. Water Resources -

The chief water resource of Brazos County

is the Brazos River, for which the county was named.

The total water

and land area of Texas, amounting to 267,339 square miles, is divided
into major drainage basins.5

The Brazos River drains about 400 square

miles in Eastern Mexico.
TABLE VI.

Distribution of Products Produced in Brazos County

1
1940 1 Per I 1950
Per I 1954
1
1
1
cent 1 Census
Census cent Census
I
A. Corn for all pur- , 1,446 ,81.56
568
'
'
t38.43 I' 459
poses (farm reportI
ing)
I
I
Corn for all pur- 124,843 I X
, 9,519
17,806
I
X
poses (acres)
B. Sorghums for all
124.15 I 235
813 145.85 I 357
P\lrposes except
syrup (farm report- 1

I
1

1 Per
1 cent

I

,36.17

I

X

118.52

ing)

Sorghums for all I 4,242
Pllrposes except
syrup (acres)
C. Wheat threshed or , 0
combined (farm reporting)
Wheat threshed or ,
0
combined (acres)
D. Oats threshed or
9
combined (farm reporting)
Oats t hreshed or I 1,129
combined (acres)
t

5ili.3,., p. 208.

X

I

I

0
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I

X

I

0

I

0

I
not
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4,410

I

X

1

I

'
I

I

X
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X

I

I

0

I

11

I

912

not
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not
0.74 I
,available
X

X

I

I

I

not
available

I

X

1

I

X
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Rainfall over the basin is 18 to 45 inches, averaging about
25.

There is large commercial use of Brazos water for irrigation pur-

poses along its lower channel, in addition to some municipal use.

There

is a varying mineral content, coming principally fro~ the Salt Fork
which lowers i t s value for some purposes.

4. Other Resources -

Brazos County 1 s other resources include

its post oak, live oak, pin oak, mesquite, hickory, elm, pecan, sycamore,
and cottonwood trees.

The post oak trees are used for fuel.

The live

oak and sycamore trees are valuable for shade and ornamental purposes.
The pecan tree is of great economic value.
Among Brazos County mineral resources are the production of
natural gas, lignite, salt, and koalin.
ful as fuels.

Natural gas and lignite are use-

CHAPTER III
OVER-ALL PICTURE OF 4-H CLUB WORK IN BRAZOS COUNTY

A.

Qualifications for Membership
There are in Brazos County, according to the 1955 Annual Report,

532 boys and girls between 9 and 19 years of age, enrolled in local 4-H
clubs in the county.
To become a 4-H club member, in good standing, a girl or boy
must want to be a member, must know about 4-H club work and what is expected of him and must take part in the program.
Four-H work is voluntary; there are no dues, and it is not a
school subject.
doing.

Four-H club members in Brazos County learn to do by

They get out of the 4-H club work what they put into it with the

guidance of adults.

Four-H club members are family members who plan and

work with mother and dad and the other members as a family unit.

Four-H

work is planned in this county to focus attention on the growing individual.

It is a family affair and it takes the whole family to help the

children become successful members.
B.

Organization
Each 4-H club member is a vital part of the home in which he or

she lives.

The youths are a part of their community planning groups •

.Adult and youths meet together in their own community to determine their
own needs and work together to meet those needs.
In order to do 4-H club work in Brazos County, county extension
agents plan and work with 4-H leaders for club organization and activities before clubs begin functioning.
clubs and county extension agents.

Leaders work directly wi th the
Agents work with leaders and wi th
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clubs and with the county 4-H council, composed of representatives from
each 4-H club.

The problem in Brazos County is: -we cannot get leaders

needed for the members of 4-H clubs.

Members enrolled in 4-H club work

in this county organization are greatly in need of leaders for develo~

ing better 4-H club memberso
It is the organization leader's responsibility in Brazos County
to plan with the 4-H members and county extension agents a continuous
4-H program. of regular 4-H meetings and to meet Yi th the 4-H club members.
Demonstration leaders in this county plan together 'With the youth
in program building for the b~tterment of themselves and the good of

their community 0

They determine -which result demonstrations 'Will furnish

the needs of the 4-H members, their families and the community.
Regular 4-H meetings in Brazos County 4-H Clubs follow the pattern
of four parts:

Inspiration, 10 minutes; Business, 15 minutes; Program,

15 to 30 minutes; and recreation, 30 to 45 minutes.
Many home communities are represented in consolidated schools.
In home connnunities were leaders are prepared, 4-H club work is being
done as a result demonstrations and special interest groups usually
terializes into a 4-H club in their community.
County-wide objectives for Brazos County 4-H Clubs for 1956 are:
1. To teach 4-H girls to ]mow the value of foods
2. To teach 4-H girls to prepare vegetables and vege t ables
salads

3. To help 4-H club girls learn the art of serving salads in
attractive ways

4. To teach 4-H girls to have a bedroom which meet their needs
5. To help 4-H girls to learn to do any job easier.
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The following goals were set up for 4-H club girls 4-H program
taken from Brazos County 1956 4-H Club Yearbook:
1. To teach 4-H girls how to prepare and serve foods the easy
way

2. To teach 4-H girls how to make the bed and care for the bedroom the easy way
3. To teach 4-H girls the importance of healthful sleep
4. To teach 4-H girls what makes a good bed

5. To teach 4-H girls the importance of good grooming in their
bedroom

6. To teach 4-H girls to prepare and eat a good breakfast
7. To teach 4-H girls to plan and prepare refreshments for a
party.7

At the beginning of the year 4-H club members in Brazos County,
as individuals and as a club, set up goals toward which they strive.

In-

dividual 4-H club members goals for 1956 in Brazos County were:
1. To keep records of club work done

2. To complete the goals set for 1956

3. To share information gained with club members and others
4. To attend at least eight club meetings
8
5. To take part in all community and county 4-H club activities.
Four-H club goals for clubs of Brazos County in 1956 were:
1. To hold at least 11 meetings during the year and participate
in all county 4-H activities
2. Each member will complete his record book, story and take
part in local, county and district events.
3. The local 4-H clubs would take part in the following events:
National 4-H Club Week, National 4-H Club Sunday, Club Rally
7Building a Better America Through the 4,-H Club, United States
Department of Agricultural Extension, July, 1951.
8

Brazos County Yearbook, 1955, P• 5.
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Programs, National Achievement Day, Annual Christmas parties and
County and Community Health Programs.
Auren Uris 1 relates the following:
Your ability to set goals for young groups and
for individuals within your group plays a major
part in accomplishment. Generally, goals can
be said to be of two kinds--short range goals
are covered for example, under the heading of
job instruction. They are objectives of your
group 1 s illID'lediate activity.
Long range goals can either be the cumulative
result of the day to day short range goals-a
year 1 s quota achieved as a result of the day
to day effort, or they can be something separate and apart, as the degree of work satisfaction that an employee gets out of doing his
job.9

9Auren Uris, How to Be a Successful Leader, (New York:
ill Book Company, Inc., 1953), Po 268.

H·

McGraw-

CHAPI'ER IV

ORGANIZATION OF 4-H CLUB WORK

A. Objectives
The objectives of 4-H Club work as given by the United States
Department of Agricultural Extension Service are: 10
1. To help rural boys and girls develop desirable ideals and

standards for farming, homemaking, cormnunity life and citizenship.
2. To help rural boys and girls develop a sense of responsibility
for their attainment.

3. To give rural boys and girls technical instructions in farming and homemaking, that they may acquire skill and understanding in
these fields and a clearer vision of agriculture as a basic industry and
of homemaking as a worthy occupation.

4. To provide rural boys and girls

an opportunity to learn by

doing through conducting certain farm and home enterprises and demonstrating to others what they have learned.

5. To teach rural boys and girls the value of research and to
develop in them scientific attitudes toward the problems of t he farm

aIXl

the home.

6. To instill in the minds of rural boys and girls an intelligent und~rstanding and appreciation of nature and of their environment.
7. To train rural boys and girls in cooperative act i on so t hat
t hey may increase their accomplishments, and through associated eff orts,
may better assist in solving rural problems.

lOBuilding a Better America Through the 4-H ClubS, United
States Department of Agriculture, Extension Bulletin No. 56, 1951
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8. To develop in rural boys and girls habits of healthful living.
9. To provide them with information and direction in the intelligent use of leisure time.
10. To arouse in them worthy ambitions and a desire to continue
to learn that they may live fuller and richer lives.
11. To demonstrate to rural boys and girls methods designed to
improve practices in agricultural and homemaking to the end that farm
incomes may be increased, standard of living improved and the satisfactions of farm life enhanced.
B. Procedures in Fulfilling Objectives
Since the fundamental objective of extension work is the develo~
ment of people, its philosophy stressed the basic importance of the individual in the progress of a nation.
The extension program may include a half dozen general objectives
for the life but must list specific working objectives necessary for effective teaching.

Activities are directed toward fruitful ends by a

system of gathering and analyzing facts and studying the problems and
needs of the people.
The intricate or complicated findings of research are prepared
by specialists for the use of the farmer, the homemaker or the 4-H club
member.

The county extension agent is the key worker in this situation.
1. Meetings.

Meetings are used greatly in multiplying contacts.

They make it possible to reach certain specific groups of peo ple \li th
special interests or special problems or in scattered locations.
a meeting you can choose your setting for the teaching process.

Through
Then

by the very act of having a meeting you have set in motion a connnunity
activity which will furnish local news of general information to local
. R. Baru.o Li or~r,
• "

r,.11 a._
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newspaper readers.
Kelsey and Hearne stated some of the opportunities for those vho
attend regular meetings in an extension program.

They are listed as

follows:
1. Learning the value of organization
2. Practicing democracy

J. Practicing parliamentary procedure

4. Developing ability to think and speak in a group
5. Exercising leadership abilities

6. Developing social poise
7. Gaining information on subject matter
8. Developing appreciation of neighbors and rural life . 11
2o Home Visits. Home visits can be one of the most effective

teaching methods used in extension work.
more expensive methods used.
portant.

But it is also one of the

For both reasons, planning a visit is

im,-

A home visit may be used for any one or a combination of the

folloving purposes:
1 . To answer request for help
2. To acquaint the leaders with the farmer and homemaker
3. To become acquainted with problems
4. To plan a demonstration
5. To observe results of farm or home practices
6. To encourage cooperation and participation, and 12
7. To discuss family problems and program building.
A limited study of home visits to 4-H girls shoved resul s as

1 . Visits significantly encourage project com letions .
11L C Kelsey, and c. c. Hearne, Cooperative Extension Work,
th
(I aca, N. Y.; Comstock Publishing Company, 1949), P• J5 6 •
0

12
~ . , P• J72o
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2. Visits do not significantly stimulate reenrollment.

J . The home visit is effective in developing parent cooperation.
4. Home visiting is valuable to the leader because it

gives

him the opportunity to learn how well the existing program is function-

ing and in what respects it can be changed to meet old and new needs .

5. Getting in touch with the leader in each community before the
visits is valuable in furnishing a general background for the visits .

A

discussion with the leader after visiting helps solve numerous problems .

6. Visits are valuable in determining project needs .
3. Recreation.
than ever .

Organized social recreation is more common today

It may take the form of socials, play parties which generally

consist of folk dancing, folk games and similar activities during recreation meetings or folk night.

Many organizations hold one or more

or socials during the course of a year .
recreation, may hold them weekly.

ties

pos is

Groups, whose primary

Special parties or socials may be held

only once or twice a year as feature parts of the years 1 program .
Organized recreation is most common simply as a part of the r
lar meetings or events held by organizations of all kinds.

It i

usually

a big part of the program of young people.

Socials or play parties take many different forms .

So

sr,ecialize in square dancing or folk games; other may includ
of games .

Dances are common in some sections .

Community ni

t oft

includes sport activities and educational programs .

4. Demonstrations . Demonstrations de nd lar

ely on

in

ni -

tion given to 4-H members because follow-up work in connection vi th activities is limited .

Therefore, it is essential for local 1

be well informed so that they can adequately supervised
embers at intervals between visits of the

ent .

onstr tion of
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The demonstration leader gives instruction to 4-H members.

In-

struction may be given at regular meetings, special meetings or to individual club members.

Projects develop responsibility and create a

feeling of pride in the 4-H member 1 s mind for having attempted or done
something worthwhile.
Four-H club members are inspired everyday in working with their
project.

A boy 1 s interest in research may be aroused when he finds that

he can increase his income from hogs or a poultry demonstration if he
can put some scientific knowledge to work.

A girl soon finds that she

would like to be a dietitian by the preparations of meals for her family through such projects.
Projects also help to mold many youth into being good citizens.
Through committee work, team demonstrations, judging teams and other
group activities, opportunities for such experiences are provided when
youths talk over their projects together.
Projects also provide the means by which each boy and girl can
develop to the utmost his special talents and abilities to the end that
he may be faithful to himself-the soil on which he lives and the society
in which he moves.
5. Committees.
organization.

Committees is a technique for developing group

Forming a committee is the local 4-H leaders res ponsibil-

ity in developing 4-H group techniques.
the leader.

The committee is appointed by

It may be nominated and elected by the whole body.

Committees may be representative of different bodies.

t0

achieve cross fertilization of groups.

Joint

This is one way

13

13Ruth M Strange Grou Activities in Colle and Secoildsr
§.£Qool.!!!,, (New Yo;k: Har~r Brother Publishers, 1941, P 270 •
0
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Whether appointed or elect ed, the composition of a committee
may be based on one or more of the following :
1 . Proved ability to work together for a satisfactors conclusion.
2. Connnon interest in the problem.

J . Representativeness of differing points of

view.

4. Sheer convenience of meeting.
5. Diagnosed need of the particular experience a specific
committee will give or lacking of a better reason.
6. More equitable division of labor.

It is useless, however,

if not positively harmful to appoint an individual to a committee on
which he does not wish to serve . :14
Melchoir states: "The appointment of a committee and its work
follows the group consciousness of an existing need .

Hence, committees

are an out growth of a need and a basis for continued study for that
need.

This applies to both short term and long term planning.

gency planning a committee is empowered to act without much if

In emerany pre-

vious discussion or further consideration by the group for which it
acts . 15

c.

Four-H Club Projects
Because of the various types of farming in the United States

different phases of homemaking and farm projects may be undertaken by
4-H club members.

Projects will involve the latest methods in scientific

farming and homemaking under the direct supervision of the local subject
~attar leader, specialists, and county extension agents.
Club members also have the opportunity to display their initial4Ibid . , p. 271 .
Har
l5william T. Melchoir, Instructional Supervision, (Nev York:
per and Brothers Publishers, 1943), P• 261°
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tive and leadership ability of presenting a well planned method demonstration before other members of their club, community and civic groups

0

The following may be given as an individual or team demonstration.
1. Food and Nutrition.

The purpose of the 4-H food and nutri-

tion project is to teach 4-H members to help produce, conserve, prepare
and serve foods for good nutrition.

Goals of 4-H foods and nutrition

projects are:
(a) Learn to eat the amounts and kinds of food needed everyday
for good nutrition
(b) Help produce a portion of the family food supply where
feasible and practical
(c) Help conserve food for the family
(d) Learn to plan, prepare,and serve attractive meals or parts
of meals
(e) Help others to learn and to do these things.

2. Clothing.

16

The purpose of the 4-H clothing project for girls

is to help them plan,make, or buy and use clothing to express self-confidence, to develop personality, and to gain satisfaction in achievemento

A well rounded clothing project will include the following phases :

Planning and buying, sewing, personal grooming, and care of clothes.

3. Gardening.

The purpose of the garden project is to teach

4-H clubbers the amount and kinds of vegetables needed for the family,
how to plan their garden according to the size, location, tools and
equiPment needed, layout, and kinds and varieties of vegetables and moS

t

of all the importance of preparing the soil, selecting and treating seed,

16
'
t , Man al Texas Extension
County Home Demonstration Agen s
u ,
8 l'Vice
, p 14

S

. .
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why and how you inoculate legume seeds, how and when to fertilize , plant
and cultivate vegetables .

Other skills taught in the garden project

are: growing and transplanting plants and learning how to protect vegetables from insects and diseases .

Year round gardens are stressed for

fresh vegetables in the family ' s daily diet for better nutrition and
food habits .

The girls and boys are taught also that year round gardens

help economize on the family food expense .

4. Home Management , Home Furnishings , and Room Improvement. The
purpose of this phase of home management with 4- H cl ub members is to
encourage them to plan for the best use of their income so that they may
have things they need and want for satisfactory living in the home.

The

program may be planned around such projects as : business like practices
in managing the family income; places for keeping insurance and other records; credit for the family ; and security for the family .
For improvement of the bedroom demonstrations may be given in the
care of the room, neatness and order, methods of cleaning, tools for
cleaning, and storage space.

5. Beautification of Home Ground .

Beautifying the homo grounds

may include arranging and planting every part of the farm or ranch to
provide convenience, comfort and attractive surroundings for boys and
girls and their family members living in their homes .

lans are made

with 4-H club boys and girls, along with members of their families for
making smooth and unbroken lawn about the house and adjacent areas .
Walks and driveways are built, trees planted for shade, and shrubs and
flowers planted for beautification.
6. Poultry.
club members to :

The purpose of the poultry program is to help -4-H
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(a) Plan the quantity of eggs and poultry meats needed by each
family member .
(b) Produce the eggs and poultry meat needed.
(c) Study and select market qualities and grades.
(d) Study processing procedure .
(e) Preserve poultry and eggs .
(f) Buy eggs and poultry .
(g) Sell these products . ·
7. Health .

The purpose of this program is to help 4,-H boys and

girls help themselves and members of their families to have sanitary
homes and communities .

Also, to teach them how to take care of their

bodies in order to avoid as much sickness as possible .
8. Safety.

In a safety program, 4,-H club members are taught hov

to work and play to avoid accidents .

They are cautioned about keeping

harmful things out of the reach of small children-such as poisons . They
are also instructed in the use of various machinery and equi
order to avoid accidents when operating them.

ent in

They are cautioned about

fires, especially in the home and forest .

9. Junior Leadership. Junior leaders are 4-H club membors in
the upper age bracket who take responsibility for jobs vhich would otherwise have to be done by the extension agent or adult local leader .

Jun-

ior leaders help with project instruction, meet with junior club, help
with record books and give demonstrations . 17
Junior leadership is as important as adult leadership.

Junior

leaders have a very active part in planning recreation and in 1 o.ciing
recreation for the community clubs .
17:F·actors For Successful
System, November, 1952, p. 8.

The election of now leaders

t fr

4-H Club Work, Texas A. and • Colle e
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quent intervals helps to pass the leadership opportunity among 4-H members .
10 . Wildlife and Nature Study.

The w~ldlife phase of the 4-H

program is closely interwoven with agriculture and industry and plays
an important part in shaping the lives of its members .

It is a source

of pleasure and out-door recreation for 4- H clubbers .
In order to reach the main objectives of wildlife and nature
study certain things are taken into account and regarded as fundamental .
The

most effective way to conserve and maintain game is to provide the

proper living conditions for it.

Wildlife is a renewable resource and

the wise use of it appears to be one of the best conservators .

A regu-

lated "take" of game is to be preferred over long- time closes seasons .
The producer of the game may grow the crop on his land today and harvest
on the land of a neighbor tomorrow; therefore , the cooperation of neighbors is necessary.

A planned wildlife program must include : all species

of desirable wildlife; improvement of food and cover; and control of
predators and maintenance of predatory balance .

CHAPI'ER V
PLANS FOR ORGANIZING THE 4- H CLUBS IN BRAZOS COUNTY
TO MEET THE NEEDS OF YOUTH IN A DEMOCRACY
Plans for organizing the 4-H Clubs in Brazos County to meet the
needs of youth in a democracy includes : oppor tuni ties f or expanding 4-H
club work to reach boys and girls between the ages of 9 and 21 who are
eligible ; provision for organizational structure that will assure satisfaction for participating individuals ; provision for utilizing daily farm,
ranch, home and community experiences for developing an intelligent, aggressive and serviceable citizenship; and opportunities for stronger L.rH
club work by Farm and Home Development Program planning.
The following are contributing factors to successful 4- H Club
organizations :
A.

Public Support

At no time can public relations and community cooperation ideas
be over emphasized .
1 . Parents .

The interest and help of parents is considered one

of the most important 4- H successful factors according to all types of
persons interviewed .

In a valuable study made in Maine, Massachusetts,

Connecticut, Rhode Island and Ohio brought out the following indications:
(a) That good 4- H work needs parents with a favorable and enthusiastic attitude causing them to look for opportunities to help and to
participate.
(b) That leaders ' attitude and what they do go give parents OPportunities to help, result in parent cooperation .
(c) That the greatest incentive for parents acce ting a share
in 4-H work is a leader to expects and encourage parents to help.
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(d) That the more parent cooperation a leader wishes , the more
he gets, and the more he gets , the harder he works for it. 18
This study, made by the same states , also indicated the following :
That personal contacts between parents and leaders, visits in homes ,
meetings and connnunity events give best opportunities for parents' interest.

It listed the following activities as giving parents most help

for accepting their opportunities :
1 . Getting consent of parents for joining 4-H club .
2. Four-H meetings and events in homes .

J . Inviting parents to 4-H events by both members and leaders,
and tours to members homes .
4 . Having special 4- H events with parents invited.
5. Leaders' visits to members' homes at least once a year.

6. Recognitions, "thank you," and praise for parents .
7 . Parents invited to community 4-H events .
8. Parent-leader meetings .

9 o A committee or council including non- leader parents to assist with 4-H club work.
10., Leaders talking 4-H at chance meeting with parentso
11. Letters and visits to parents giving information about 4-H
club work. 19
A Parent leader said, "Participation in 4-H club work by parents
and children brings the family closer together .

Attending the community

club meetings together bring the community to a closer working relationship. "

sota:

18Parents ' Opportunities In 4-H Club Work, (Minneai:,olis, Minn
General Mills, 1952) , p. 7.
1 9Factors for Successful 4-H Club Work, op. cit., P• 4.
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2 . Churches.

The churches in the American conununities have

among their responsibilities that of helping boys and girls grow into
responsible christian men and women.

The church

may

help with 4- H club

organizations by helping young people interpret their spiritual life
through everyday situations .
One of the 4- H club events that all 4-H club members talce part
is National 4- H Sunday.

The vriter wishes to quote the objectives of

4- H Sunday in church as stated by Erickson o20
1 . To enable 4-H members to recognize and cherish the
spiritual values and character building opportunities in 4- H club work.
2. To encourage 4-H members and leaders to identify
themselves with the church and to participate in
its programo

J . To help rural youth to understand and appreciate
the stewardship that people who work with the soil
work with God .
4 . To help 4-H members understand the "Heart H" service .
5. To help 4- H members and leaders interpret spiri
ual activities in their every day living.

6. To encourage 4,-H members to be active members of
their church .
7. To give 4-H members opportunity to work with their
community groups .
8. To enable all 4- H members and leaders to take advantage of their American heritage, to lmow and to
live the "abundant life and pursuit of happiness ."
The churches and 4- H clubs can work together with their 4-H
leaders and cooperate so that many of the following benefits may be
achieved by 4-H club organizations and churches of Brazos County:
1 . The youth of the church can be encouraged to en20 T. A. Erickson, The Church and
General Mills, 195.3) , p. 11.

4-H

Clubs,

(Minneapolis:
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roll in a 4-H club.
2. Each church can plan to have a 4-H committee.

J. Churches can encourage parents and other church
members to support the demonstration work of
their boys and girls who enroll in 4-H club work.
4. Church members can invite the 4-H clubs to hold
their meetings, occasionally in the church.
Such groups as women 1 s group and brotherhoods can
invite county extension agents, 4-H adult leaders
and 4-H club members to present features of 4-H
club work on their programs.
5. Four-H organizations will benefit from inviting
the local clergyman to speak on their programs.
6. The 4,-H Sunday 4-H Club programs give a special
opportunity for the church and 4-H leaders and
members to unify their interests.
7. The church can offer their facilities of the
church for 4-H club meetings and programs.
8. The church members can be encouraged to feel that
4-H club work is a program which can supplement
youth activities of the church.

J. Schools. There has always been a close tie-up between the
school and 4-H club work in Brazos County.

The cooperation of the schools

can certainly be named as a successful fac t or in the county 4-H club organization.

The superintendent of schools can be given the 4-H Club

Yearbook that contains a year's plan of work.

A series of meetings, with

teachers and principals attending, at which time the extension agents,
4-H adult leaders and 4-H club members may explain in full the 4,-H club
program.
In the schools, principals and teachers may attend the local club
meetings whenever their time allows them to do so.

Vocational agricul-

ture and home economics and 4-H club work can be correlated during school,
community and county programs, fatstock shows, county and community f airs
and other special programso

J8
4o Civic Clubs and Businesses.

Support of 4-H clubs by civic

and business leaders has much to do with the success of all 4-H club programs.

One of the important factors that one cannot overlook is civic

and business individuals taldng an interest in some project or activity
of 4-H club worko

Such organizations can aid in Brazos County 4-H club

program by having youth committees which concern themselves with 4-H club
activities, 4-H scramble may be sponsored by the Lions Club to place
better beef calves in the hands of 4-H members, expenses for two girls
and two boys to attend the State 4-H Club Council meeting may be sponsored by the Ki1wanis Club and local civic clubs can have 4-H club members on their programs.
In the bulletin, "Factors For Successful 4-H Club Work," this
statement vas given:
One of the local banks sponsors a project in which
twenty-five of the 4-H club members 1who have done
outstanding project work are given a year 1 s subscription to National 4-H News and a gate sign that
reads "Member of 4-H Club Lives Here.n 21
The 4-H dress revue, 4-H garden and the 4-H better baking program of Brazos County are sponsored by the Bryan Chamber of Commerce and
several local merchants of the county.

5. Farm Organization. With the support and cooperation from
farm organizations, 4-H club demonstrations are sponsored.

The annual

county fair, poultry flocks plan, vegetable garden contests, and pigs
and calves to give a 4-H club member a starting point in his demonstrations are other projects that are sponsoredo

6. Adult Extension Groups

0

These groups assume the responsibil-

2lpactors For Successful 4-H Club Work, op. cit., p. 4o
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ity of sponsoring

4-H

club activities in Brazos County

0

Some types of

action they may take are:
The home demonstration clubs can sponsor banquets
honoring 4-H club members and their leaders, picnics and Rural Life Sunday, National 4-H Club Week,
and National 4-H Achievement Day. The home demonstration club can also be a big help in giving
technical information to 4-H members.
Home demonstration clubs, with their 4-H chairman can do much to
supply 4-H project leaderso

They can help with fair exhibits, educa-

tional trips and adopt a 4-H member or club.
B.

Local Leadership
Local leadership is one of the greatest factors to be considered

in Brazos County 4-H Club organization.

It is one of the weak points in

4-H club programs in this county.
A local leader has some specific responsibility in assisting a
4-H club or its members.

This assistance is essential in that the exten-

sion agents would need to give the assistance if the local leader did
not.

Generally, women leaders devote more time to the organization and

meetings of clubs, while men leaders spend more time with project selection, supervision, livestock shows and tours.
1.

Adult Leader.

In the 4-H club where there is an active adult

leader, the club can participate in as many community demonstrations as
possible.

The individual club meetings are carefully planned by the

leaders and the older members where better comnrunity 4-H club programs
may be participated in by its club members •

.Adult leaders can assist

4-H club members in filling out their record books, in selecting articles and products to be exhibited at the county fair and community 4-H
educational exhibits, in producing transportation to 4-H county council
meetings and other 4-H achievement day events.
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2.

Leader Training.

A close relationship can be seen between

effective local leader participation and the training and motivation
they receive for their jobs.

Once you can get the local leaders to re-

ceive training you will find that they respond very heartily in keeping
up with this training they receive from information they get and contacts made with agent .

c.

Individual Projects
Four-H projects, when chosen and supervised as they should, have

sound and educational as well as economic values.

From the extension or

organization point of view, there seems to be two cardinal points regarding projects--choice and supervision:
Choice: The studies emphasized the value of projects
which fitted the agricultural program for the county
and fitted into the farm and home program.
Supervision: Boys and girls require a lot of individual attention if they do a good job. Agents do not
have time to devote much individual attention. They
work hard at the job but their work is, by necessity,
spreaded too thino One must rely on active trained
leadership.
As a sunnnary about members projects, four main factors seem to
contribute most to good project worko

They are as follows:

1. Assistance to the members by parents, leaders, and agents
in selecting and securing a suitable project.
2. Adequate project instruction at club meetings, at special
events on the farm and in the home .

3. Visitation by leaders, neighbors, other 4-H members, and
agents to check on the progress of the project and to offer suggestions
for carrying it to a successful completiono

Little difference was noted

in the effect on the project regardless of which one of the above groups
made their visits.
made .

The important things seem to be that some visit is

4. Adequate means of disposing of the project, assistance in completing project records, and recognition for achievement made with the
project. 22
D. Organization
In Brazos County the type of functioning 4-H club organization
is that of a 4-H club committee on a county-wide level where the group
plans the extension 4-H club work with the county .agents.
1. County.

The county 4-H Council, made up of officers of local

clubs and one local delegate from the local clubs, meets once a month to
plan in advance special 4-H events on a county wide level.

The function

of the council is principally to set goals for the county and plan the
work for the 4-H clubs.

This provides training for its members.

2. Community. Community 4-H clubs are often referred to as "the
hub of 4-H club work" or "little democracies in action."

They have their

own elected officers, local adult leaders, junior leaders, and projects.
The significant fact that contributes to the _success of community clubs
is that many people have an active part.

The meetings are based on the

interest of the 4-H members and the people.

E.

Publicity
Publicity is a factor that contributes to a successful county

4-H club program.

A good county 4-H program should be well publicized

by cooperation with newspapers, radio and TV stations, business firms
and 4-H clubs themselves.

During 4-H club week and other 4-H events,

club work can be publicized by the appearance of 4-H members at community
programs and meetings of civic groups.

Method demonstrations, fair ex-

hibits by members, project work, parades, 4-H pictures in school annuals,
22 Ibid., p. 10.
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and 4-H member signs on mail boxes should all be made use of in publicity .
F.

Recognition and Completion
Recognition and completion of 4- H club work have their place in

stimulating the ambition of club members , promoting club work and in developing club morale .

This part of the 4,-H program will encourage boys

and girls to do work according to desired practices and to do work for
a better reason than they did formerly .
est in a new and desirable practice .

This program can create inter-

Awards for completion help if they

promote activities leading to desired changes in behavior for personality growth.
Recognition is something all normal boys and girls -want so as to
have status with their own group.

They take pride in achievements, re-

sponsibilities, office holding, work with groups, personal publicity,
re-wards, pins, certificates and trips .

These all tend to satisfy their

natural wishes .
An award program should always be designed to reach the greatest

number of boys and girls and to assist them individually and collectively
to develop to the fullest extent of their capabilities .

Hence, the rec-

ognitions should be a natural outgrowth of the project which has been
undertaken.
G.

Four-H Club Meeting
All 4-H club meetings should be well planned, organized and con-

ducted.

They should offer adequate balance of business, demonstrations

and recreational activities .

This is a very significant factor from the

point of view of 4-H members, extension agents and local 4-H leaders in
Brazos County .

Club members should conduct their o-wn programs with the
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assistance of the leaders and agents .
host or hostess of their club meeting.

Club members enjoy serving as
P.l.ace and time for the meeting

are important.
The club meeting in Brazos County is a place where the individual and team demonstration method of training may be used to the fullest .
In addition to the members, the agents and local 4- H leaders can give
interesting and useful demonstrations at local club meetings .
H.

Activities and Events
Here the 4-H club member has a variety of activities to partici-

pate in other than those of his local club meetings .

Opportunities are

provided here in 4-H club activities for total membership participation,
observation and recreation .

Those things are important for 4- H club ac-

tivities .
Community activities can contribute much to the success of 4- H club
work in Brazos County .

Community 4-H clubs can sponsor community pro-

jects such as clean-up campaigns, good breakfast for everyone campaigns,
rat eradication, community fairs, community 4-H picnics of various
types, making a 4-H quilt and 4- H church Sunday programs .

Four- H clubs

help build community pride and bring the people together in connnon undertakings .
Training brought from 4-H activities by youth into the
home and churches has been responsible for better and
stronger church activities. In one community the 4-H
club is credited Yi.th helping to put the church on a
full-time basis instead of part-time preaching service .
The 4-H clubs and churches are working together in developing rural youth, and their work has been rewarded
by several former 4-H clubs and church leaders who
have gone to college and established themselves as capable and worthy christian leaders . 23
1.

County Activities .

23Ibid. , p. 19.

Making a trip away from home is a big

~

event to a young boy or girl in Brazos County.
earn the trip .

Each has worked hard to

County camps are held annually for 4-H club members .

Club members enjoy wearing their 4- H uniforms , talent night shows, and
4-H parties .

Recreational programs should always be included when

planning a county 4-H program.
Four-H activities that are available to members on county, district, state and national basis really tend to attract and keep 4-H members interested in 4-H activities .

CHAPI'ER VI
SUMMARY

Based upon the findings , as reported in the previous chapters ,
of the type of 4- H Club program that is in existence in Brazos County,
as compared with national standards set up for 4-H Club programs given
by various studies on the subject--the f oll owing conclusion was reached .
Although the program of the 4- H Club of Brazos County is relatively effective , it still is not as well organized and does not function as well
as it could in order to meet the needs of youth

in a democracy .

Some

factors present that prevent the program from being as well organized
and functioned as it could be are :
1 . The lack of enough adult leadership.

2 . Most 4-H club members do not complete demonstration records .

3 . A sufficient number of people do not take .an active interest
in the 4-H club program.

4. Club activity is too limited .
5. Club members do not participate in enough citizenship programs .

6. Democratic principles are not always practiced in the meetings .
The implications are :
1 . There is a need for finding ways to reach more families who

have children of club age who are not taldng part in 4- H
club work .
2 . There is a need for creating a desire for more community 4- H
activities .

(Summer meetings , county- vi.de vesper , recogni-

tion programs, parades, conferences and exhibits .
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J. There is a need for strengthening leadership training and
for training leaders for the following: junior leaders, organization, subject matter, committees, demonstrations, publicity, adult local and county sponsors.
The writer recommends that:
1. Local leaders be given the opportunity to make more potential contributions to 4-H club programs.
2. The necessary training meetings be held for junior and adult
leaders.

3. More community recognition programs be held annually.

4. The program for 1956, 1957, and 1958 include food and nutrition, 4-H bedroom improvement, organization, farm and home
safety, health and recreational activities.
5. The program for 1958, 1959, 1960 include developing countywide 4-H camping programs, the entering of three committees
in Rural Neighborhood Progress Contest and Improvement of
Farm and Home.

60 Cooperation with other educational agencies become an active
part of 4-H club programs.
7. More adequate records be kept on all project work.
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